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Linda Norgrove: Navy Seal
faces disciplinary action

Guardian learns
commando hurled
explosive device during
rescue as he had not
seen UK aid worker
taking cover nearby

'We were ready to negotiate'
Sean Langan: I longed for forces to rescue me
Afghan civilian war injuries double

China elders appeal for free speech
Retired party officials post
open letter online calling
for end to restrictions after
award of Nobel peace
prize to Liu Xiabo

Open letter: China must abandon censorship

Miliband attacks PM over cuts
Labour leader uses first PMQs to tell David Cameron
child benefit cuts are neither fair nor reasonable

164 comments
Today's political developments, as they happened
Watch Miliband v Cameron at PMQs
Patrick Wintour: Lib Dems prepare to eat their

words
Councils 'waste £147m a year paying bills twice'
Lib Dem MP held over alleged indecent assault

7/7 inquest told of race for clues
Team had to plough
through tens of thousands
of tapes of CCTV footage
after picking up evidence
from bomb sites

Guardian asked for hacking evidence

Paper's editor points out Met police already has

Sport picks

Judge approves Liverpool sale
High court ruling opens
way for prompt sale of
club, with board members
to consider offers tonight

LIVE blog: reaction to the high court ruling
Liverpool FC sale approved in high court
David Conn: Hicks and Gillett play injured parties
Sachin Nakrani: Reds fans have new heroes

Daley wins second diving gold
Diving prodigy takes
second gold medal of
Commonwealth Games
after seeing off Olympic
champion in 10m platform
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Indian athlete tests positive for drugs
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Chilean miners rescue –
live

 Elation at San José mine rescue site
Fifteen miners brought to surface so far
• President hails operation as example to world
• Jubilant scenes in Chile as men emerge

210 comments

LIVE

Pictures and profiles of the freed miners

'We never lost faith. We knew we would be rescued'
Video: after 69 days underground, miners emerges
Interactive guide to the rescue of the Chilean

miners
Full coverage of the Chile mine rescue
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Jobless benefit claimants rise again
Highest rise in claimant count since January offsets
fall in unemployment from 7.8% to 7.7%

171 comments
Unemployment: what the economists say
Over-50s 'most likely to be out of work'
Datablog: Unemployment where you live
Lloyds Banking Group cuts 4,500 jobs

Lugovoi: I will never stand trial in UK
Exclusive: Ex-KGB officer says UK should stop trying to
extradite him for Alexander Litvinenko's poisoning

Andrei Lugovoi on Anglo-Russia relations 

Navy gets air carriers despite cuts
Senior ministers and
military chiefs agree
outcome of strategic
defence review after
weeks of debate

Military 'should bear brunt of science cuts'
Forces' big guns wait to see winners and losers
What the armed forces can expect

Judge halts 'don't ask, don't tell'
US district circuit judge demands end to ban on openly
gay military personnel – but ruling might not stand

Post Office heading for mutualisation
Vince Cable's plans, which
could include selling to a
foreign owner, fuel fears of
mass redundancies

US drops oil drilling moratorium
Obama administration ends temporary six-month ban
on new deepwater drilling earlier than planned

14 comments
Republican offers tax break to oil and gas industry
EU plans strict new controls for offshore drilling
Beth Wellington: Make the execs accountable

Dartmoor girl's mother regrets trip
Mother tells inquest she would never have let daughter
go on trip if she had known about lack of supervision

US worker rescued after sewer ride
Man survives mile-long trip through Missouri sewerage
system after becoming unhooked from safety line

On guardian.co.uk today

West 'plundering earth at record rate'
WWF report shows how western lifestyles are using
planet's resources at 1.5 times speed nature can
recover

12 comments
WWF's map of ecological footprints worldwide

Latest multimedia

Culture and the credit crunch
The Business: John Lanchester joins the debate on
how writers and dramatists have depicted financial
crisis

Gallery:
24 hours in pictures (12
pictures)

Audio slideshow:
Open Hill Climb

Capello: England were 'lucky' to draw
Fabio Capello praises
Montenegro after watching
England labour to a point
at Wembley

England 0-0 Montenegro

Booker prize

Howard Jacobson wins Booker prize
'Clever, complicated, wise' novel The Finkler Question
triumphs in close contest for this year's prize

Rick Gekoski's notes from the ceremony
Jacobson reads from The Finkler Question 
Full coverage of the Booker prize

Datablog: What does winning mean?
Which of the previous
winners has sold the
most? We look at the
sales data for every winner
since 1969, and this year's
shortlist

Is Jacobson a worthy winner?
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